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Cosmic Microwave Background
Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 1. The Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood with foreground and other nuisance parameters determined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm computed over 94% of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoretical
spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1 uncertainties.

Power spectrum of temperature fluctuations from the Planck satellite
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sults to the likelihood methodology by developing several in-

the full “TT,TE,EE” likelihoods) would di↵er in any substantive

From the CMB to the late universe:
Energy budget over cosmic time

WMAP web site
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Cosmology probes: geometry and growth
•

Geometry: Distance-Redshift relation D(z), Expansion rate H(z)

•

Growth: Fluctuations in temperature, mass, gas and galaxies
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Late time universe probes of geometry and growth: t ~ 1-14 billion years
- Combining CMB with late time data provides huge lever arm in scale and time: tests of
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Table 3. Parameters of the base ⇤CDM cosmology computed from
of parameters determined from the temperature and polarization s
low and high multipoles and is the same as column [6] of Table 1.
multipoles, and only polarization at low multipoles. Column [4] use
cosmological parameters determined from the TT+lowP and TT,TE

The parameters of the standard model
Parameter

Present day parameters
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[1] Planck TT+lowP

[2] Planck TE+lowP

0.02222 ± 0.00023
0.1197 ± 0.0022
1.04085 ± 0.00047
0.078 ± 0.019
3.089 ± 0.036
0.9655 ± 0.0062
67.31 ± 0.96
0.315 ± 0.013
0.829 ± 0.014
1.880 ± 0.014

0.02228 ± 0.00025
0.1187 ± 0.0021
1.04094 ± 0.00051
0.053 ± 0.019
3.031 ± 0.041
0.965 ± 0.012
67.73 ± 0.92
0.300 ± 0.012
0.802 ± 0.018
1.865 ± 0.019
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Cosmology probes: late times
Probe

Physical Observable

Sensitivity to Dark
Energy or Modified
Gravity

Weak Lensing
Imaging

Coherent distortions
in galaxy shapes

Geometry and Growth
of structure
(projected)

Large-Scale Structure
Spectroscopic

Power spectrum of
galaxy distribution

Geometry (BAO) and
Growth

Galaxy Clusters
Imaging + SZ/Xray

Abundance of massive Geometry and Growth
clusters

Type Ia Supernovae
Imaging + Spectra

Fluxes of standard
candles

Geometry

Strong lensing
Imaging + Spectra

Time delays

Geometry

s – the estimates of growth rate, distance-redshift relad the expansion rate from the measurements. Section 7
estimates to constrain parameters in the ⇤CDM model
General Relativity (⇤CDM-GR) and possible deviations
andard model. We conclude and discuss our results in

Figure 1. The number density of CMASS DR11 galaxies in redshift bins
of z = 0.01 in northern and southern Galactic hemispheres, computed
assuming our fiducial cosmology.

Growth of structure

measurements require the adoption of a cosmological
der to convert angles and redshifts into comoving disin Anderson et al. (2013) we adopt a spatially-flat
mology with ⌦m = 0.274 and h = 0.7 for this purpose.
comparison across analyses, we follow Anderson et al.
also report our distance constraints relative to a model
0.274, h = 0.7, and ⌦b h2 = 0.0224, for which the BAO
49.31 Mpc.

Galaxy clustering

ATA

III project (Eisenstein et al. 2011) uses a dedicated 2.5lescope (Gunn et al. 2013) to perform spectroscopic
f targets selected from images made using a now-retired
ng mosaic CCD camera (Gunn et al. 2006) that imaged
five photometric bands (Fukugita et al. 1996) to a limitude of r ' 22.5. The BOSS (Dawson et al. 2013) is the
Gravitational
Lensing
Galaxy
distribution
in redshift
SS-III that will measure spectra
for 1.5 million
galaxies
Figure 2. The
two-dimensional
correlation
function ofspace
DR11 sample mea2
1
1
0 quasars over a quarter of the sky.
sured in bins of 1h ⇥ 1h Mpc . We use first two Legendre multipoles of
e the DR11 CMASS sample of galaxies (Anderson et al.
the correlation function in our study rather than the two-dimensional correlation function displayed here.
et al. 2013; Bolton et al. 2012). This lies in the redshift
• and
Growth
structure:
Galaxy
clustering; Galaxy Clusters; Lensing; 21cm…
43 < z < 0.70
consists of
of 690826
galaxies
covering
3
e degrees (effective
volume of 6.0universe:
Gpc ).
• CMB+low-z
generally consistent with inflation, and Λ-CDM
1 shows the
galaxies
in our
estimate
the correlation
function
the Landy-Szalay
• redshift
Some distribution
intriguingofhints
of
deviation
exist;We
tests
will get
much sharper
inusing
the next
years
e number density is of order of 10 4 peaking at n̄ '
minimum-variance estimator (Landy & Szalay 1993)
3
Mpc .
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(Mild) tension in cosmology data

Wyman et al.
Wayne Hu

Expansion Rate

Fluctuation
Amplitude

Extrapolation from CMB to present disagrees with low-z measurements

(Mild) tension in cosmology data:
metric potentials in the Poisson eqn

General Relativity

Similar findings in dark energy-matter coupling
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Beyond Λ
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•

Is dark energy constant in redshift?

•

Is dark energy spatially clustered or anisotropic?

•

Are there couplings between dark energy, dark matter, baryons?

•

Is it dark energy or modified gravity?

New degrees of freedom in the universe
•

Theorem: Cosmological constant is the `unique’ large distance
modification to GR that does not introduce any new degrees of freedom

•

Dynamical models of Dark Energy or Modified Gravity invoke new degrees
of freedom (also arise in string theory, higher dimension theories…).

•

Modified gravity (MG) theories typically invoke a scalar field coupled nonminimally to gravity. The scalar enhances the gravitational potential
observable effects on all scales, mm to Gpc!

•

In addition
– Dark energy and dark matter can directly couple to standard model particles, leading to
other 5th force-like effects.
– Dark matter particles may have self-interactions

Modified gravity and scalar fields
•

Consider a scalar φ = φ b + δφ coupled to the energy density ρ.

•

Since it is light, the long range, scalar force inside the solar system
must be suppressed to satisfy tests of the equivalence principle and
GR.

•

In the last decade, some natural ways to achieve this have been
realized by theories designed to produce cosmic acceleration.

•

The generic form of the equation of motion for δϕ is:

kinetic term

mass term

(range of interaction)

coupling to matter

A. Tolley

Screening: how to hide enhanced gravity
δ

To keep force enhancement small, this term must be small.
Only 3 options!
(a) Coupling β is small (Symmetron)
(b) Mass m is large (Chameleon)
(c) Kinetic term Z is large (Vainshtein)
•
•
•

The three mechanisms of screening lead to distinct observable effects as
one transitions from MG on large scales to GR well inside galaxies.
A successful MG theory must incorporate a screening
The parameters that observations constrain:
- coupling β & mass m (the range of the scalar force λ)

Signatures of modified gravity
•

Unscreened environments in the universe will show these signatures of
gravity: from cosmological scales to nearby galaxies

ds2 = −(1+ 2ψ )dt 2 + (1− 2φ )a 2 (t)dx 2
•

GR: Ψ=Φ. MG: Ψ≠Φ.

•

Generically extra scalar field enhances forces on stars and galaxies

€

–

acceleration = -∇ Ψ = -∇ (ΨS + ΨN)

– This enhances effective G & velocities by O(10%)
•

Photons
€ respond
€ to the sum (Ψ+Φ) which is typically unaltered
– Dynamical masses are larger than Lensing (true) masses

Einstein ring test of gravity

y/f = 1.01+/-0.05 from Einstein Rings + velocity dispersion
Bolton et al 2006; Schwab, Bolton, Rappaport 2010

Tests on large scales will be carried out with upcoming surveys

Modified Gravity

how cosmological effects show up inside galaxies

• Enhanced forces can alter the luminosities, colors and ages of stars in
unscreened galaxies.
Chang & Hui 2010; Davis et al 2011; BJ, Vikram, Sakstein 2012

• Dark matter and gas clouds are diffuse; stars are compact; black holes
have no hair -> should feel the fifth/scalar force differently
Hui, Nicolis & Stubbs 2009; BJ & VanderPlas 2011; Hui &Nicolis 2012

Pulsating stars and distances
• Cepheids are 3-10 M¤ giant stars that pulsate over days to weeks.
The period P and luminosity L are tightly related -> distance indicator
- Pulsation time period

P ~ 1 / Gρ
Scalar force enhances G -> lowers P -> underestimate distance.

• Use relative measurements of distances via cepheids and other
methods -> the distance-redshift relation becomes a test of gravity!

Constraints on chameleon/f(R) theories

Background field
or
Range of 5th force

Excluded

1 Mpc<->
Coupling parameter of scalar to matter
BJ, Vikram, Sakstein 2012

Tests of gravity and the dark sector
bulk flows

disk dynamics

✪

Galaxies



Galaxy Clusters



Linear regime LSS



BBN+CMB

Dynamical probes (blue) measure Newtonian potential y
Lensing and ISW (red) measures f + y
BJ & Khoury 2010; Joyce, BJ, Khoury, Trodden 2014; BJ et al, Snowmass report 2013
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Gravitational Lensing
Unlensed

Lensed

Image credit:
Jim Bosch

Weak Lensing

Intrinsic galaxy
(shape unknown)

Gravitational lensing
applies a shear

Convolution by
PSF

Pixelization

Measurement
Noise

Multiple epochs

Galaxy with a 10% lensing shear and real-world effects. Great3 handbook
We have measured 0.01% shears using ~20 million galaxy images from
the Sloan survey (SDSS) and the Dark Energy Survey (DES).

Mass
and
Light

25

Vikram, Chang, BJ et al. (2015)

Halos

Filaments

Voids

Basic Questions
• What is the edge of a dark matter halo?
• How round and smooth are halos?
• How empty are voids? Do they cluster?
For the first time we are able to measure both the light
and the mass – and answer these questions.
These small scale measurements enable new tests of
fundamental physics.

Mass profiles via shear cross-correlations

Halo mass profile

NFW + Satellites + 2-halo term fit

Total S/N = 22

Tangential shear

Angle in arcminutes

2-halo term by E

Measurement and modeling of halo mass profiles: 1 and 2-halo terms
Clampitt et al 2016 (DES collaboration)

The edge of halos
DES-Y1 redMaPPer 0.2 < z < 0.55;

102
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Model fit without splashback
Model fit with splashback
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Baxter, Chang, Sanchez, BJ, DES collab.
More et al 2016

Disk galaxies and dark interactions

✖

✖

A new test for extra forces due
to modified gravity or dark
matter self-interactions
BJ & VanderPlas 2011
Secco et al in preparation

How round are halos?:
halo ellipticity, gravity and dark matter

For typical galaxies, the halo virial radius is
~20x larger than the visible stars.
- How elliptical are the density contours?
- How do they change with radius?
- How do they relate to the light?

- Some attempts to modify gravity produce rounder contours with increasing radius.
- Other theories involve self-interacting dark matter, which makes the halo rounder at
small radii.

Caveats and other tests

Galaxy Cluster Halos
•
•
•
•

• Will we get additional biases due to p
clusters? All clusters in the Redmapper cata
fractions of 20% or less (Rykoﬀ et al. 2014)
• Should we also simulate a constant ba
We used a new estimator to measure halo ellipticity using
et al.lensing.
(2015) finds only ⇠ 6% for the numbe
The best fit axis ratio for these redMaPPer clusters is 0.6.
Nearly
5-sigma
detection.
galaxies
in the
cluster
member catalog, may
Satellite galaxies are an excellent tracer of halo shape. at
BCG’s
– significant
misalignment.
our level
of accuracy.
Note also that if th
correlated with the cluster and has the sa
Galaxy halo shapes -- in progress..
cluster, then it won’t bias our ellipticity.
• There is some study of the eﬀect of h
Rozo et al. (2011). They conclude that ellipt
fect the richness measurements very much. R
is similar to the other papers by Eli and E
stead of a varying R cutoﬀ they use a fixe
for simplicity.
3.4

Figure 1. Satellite density contours of all clusters, with random
orientations (top panel) and stacked to align the major axes (bottom panel). An interesting plot might involve taking these two

Results

In Fig. 4 the black points show the result
ellipticity, without the corrections discussed
sections. After tuning the simulations to ac
the green points show the resulting correcte
markably, it is well fit by a constant of 0.
0.6) over an entire decade in richness, from
also corresponds to a factor of 10 in halo ma
to 2 ⇥ 1015 M /h.
We have assumed simple diagonal er
served ellipticity: they just come from the

Voids in SDSS: Galaxies in a slice

line-of-sight size. For convenience a
the plane-of-the-sky radius Rv , we
slice thickness.

2.3

Figure 2. Slice thickness of 60 Mpc/h, corresponding to voids
with line of sight radius sv = 30 Mpc/h. The black points show
LRGs found within this slice. This is an intermediate redshift
(z = 0.24) slice with typical volume and 2D LRG density. The
green shaded circles show the output of our void finder. Many of

Quality Cuts

Having found a large set of galaxy vo
objects, we next remove those which
matter voids. These include fake v
mask and edges, chance alignments
tion, voids much smaller than the L
spacing, and multiple detections of
lapping slices. First, an unusually
voids will be found at the survey edg
the LRG coverage is incomplete due
remove such spurious voids, we use
log from Kazin et al. (2010), which
objects as real LRGs. For each void
random points inside its angular ra
of densities is shown in the left panel
tion is tightly peaked at 150 points
voids having up to 200 points/deg2 .
there is a long tail stretching all the
voids formed from unobserved regio

Void lensing

The lensing profile and the inferred 3d density profile of voids.
The measured shear signal is at the 0.01% level!
Clampitt and Jain 2014

Voids in modified gravity
13

FIG. 6. Lensing differential
surface
density, ⌃, for the best-fitting density profiles
of theet
twoal,
void
bins (distinguished by the line
Barreira
etmass
al, 2015
Clampitt
insize
prep.
styles, as labelled) for the halo density field voids found in the simulations of the different variants (distinguished by the colors, as labelled) of
the Cubic Galileon (left panel) and Nonlocal (right panel) gravity models. The result is scaled by the inverse of the mean void radius in each
size bin, R̄v 1 .

linear variant, compared
to what isgravity
observed in
Fig. 6. NeverThe modified
signature
in
theless, given that the differences between the full and linear
variants are smaller than their differences relative to QCDM,
it remains safe to conclude, as we have seen in previous sec-

effectisoftypically
having slightly
emptier
voidsthan
(cf. Fig.
voids
much
larger
in4).halos!
C. Connecting to observations

Void-galaxy correlations

The clustering of voids and galaxies around them. Clampitt, Sanchez, Jain 2015

Void-void clustering: BAO!

Kitaura et al 2015
Several cosmological applications of voids are being developed.
Key question: what can we test with voids that isn’t already tested
using galaxies and clusters? Gravity, neutrinos…

Cosmic Voids and Void Lensing in DES

Voids in imaging galaxy surveys

developed a new void
signed for photo-z
surveys.

4

Sánchez et al.

next most underdens
process is repeated
have been assigned t

!

to DES-SV, we have
lensing measurement,
g the voids are truly
in the matter field and
a product of Poisson
er density eﬀects or
atics in the data.
!

ary Y1 measurements
great potential in
g modified theories of
rough void lensing.

Sánchez, Clampitt,

Ri
Rj

δ(Ri)

0

δ(Rj) ≥ 0

i++
Rv = Rj

Figure 1.– Graphical
description
void-finding
New void
finder offorthephotoz
data.algorithm
presented in this paper. The background gray-scaled field is the
-0.678
1.11
–
Lensing
analyses
in progress
smoothed galaxy
field ( and
= 10ISW
Mpc/h)
in a redshift
slice14
used by
Kovacs the
et void-finder.
al. (2016)
arXiv:1605.03982
The two solid (red) dots show two void centers. For
Sanchez et al, in preparation
the upper void, we show a circular shell or radius Ri . Since the density contrast (Ri ) < 0, the algorithm checks larger shells, up to

Beyond the depend
projected slice in which
detail later in this secti
algorithm depends on t
s , and the maximum d
a void center, m . The
chosen to be about hal
can access in our data s
and increasing it would
of these smallest voids,
other hand, the majorit
are independent of the ch
pixel is more underdens
m we are only a↵ecting
voids of the sample. Als
overlap or even enclose o
a subvoid is deeper than
The process detailed
a given redshift slice. Be
combined to obtain the
performance of the singl

Summary: halos and voids

- Halo boundary: detection of the sharp edge of halos
- Halo ellipticity: measurements of how ellipticity changes with radius
- Voids: mass profiles inside voids, and clustering on large-scales
- Applications to galaxy-formation and dark sector interactions!
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Dark Energy Survey

•500 Mpix camera for Cerro Tololo 4-meter telescope
•5-year, 5000-square-degree: 2+ years completed
•Designed to overlap with the SPT CMB survey

Shear auto and cross-correlations

Cosmic shear tomography

Becker et al 2015 (DES collaboration)

Galaxies x CMB
DES SV galaxies,
0.2<z<1.2

SPT gravitational
lensing

Giannantonio et al 2015; Saro et al 2015; Kirk et al 2016; Baxter et al 2016

45

Galaxy clustering + Lensing

Constraints on the amplitude of mass fluctuations
Kwan et al, DES Collaboration 2016; Cacciato et al 2012; van den Bosch et al 2012;
Mandelbaum et al 2012…
New analyses with DES are underway….including the impact of massive neutrinos on
the matter and galaxy distribution

Galaxies vs. CMB

Cosmic Discordance: Are Planck CMB and CFHTLenS weak lensing measurements

•
•

Figure 8. Comparison of constraints in the 8 , ⌦m plane in ⇤CDM from CFHTLenS (this work; green), Plan
Collaboration et al. (2013d)), Planck SZ cluster counts (orange, Planck Collaboration et al. (2013c)), X-ray clust
(2009)) and CMASS f 8 (blue, Beutler et al. (2014b)). In the left panel, the contours are obtained assuming ⇤C
panel, the CFHTLenS and Planck+WP constraints allow a varying active neutrino mass. Of note is the impr
Planck+WP contours with the CMASS f 8 and the Planck SZ contours when the neutrino mass is allowed to va
mass detections of Battye & Moss (2014) and Beutler et al. (2014a).

Amplitude at late times/small scales is lower than inferred from CMB
More data needed!
Maccrann,, Zuntz, Bridle, BJ, Becker 2014; BOSS, Planck papers

5

DISCUSSION

cluster counts and the primary anisotr

Outlook
•

Year 1-3 DES data is about 10x the size of results shown here. We are testing many
aspects of the GR-ΛCDM model.

•

New measurements of large-scale correlations, as well as the interior of galaxy halos
and voids, help test galaxy formation theories and dark sector interactions.

•

Surveys that will be completed or mature in the next 5 years:
– Imaging surveys: DES, KiDS, HSC…
– Spectroscopic surveys: +PFS, Hetdex, DESI…
– CMB experiments: next generation SPT, ACT, Simons Observatory…
– 21cm surveys: CHIME, HERA…

•

2020’s: LSST, Euclid, WFIRST, SKA, CMB-S4 …
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